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Abstract

Health IT
Health information technology (IT) systems gather, store, transfer, and display the medical data of patients in a computerized and structured form. Examples are patient history data, signs collected during the physical examination, laboratory test results, and findings from clinical investigations (imaging, endoscopy, histology, genetic, and others). These describe the present or previous states of a patient’s health (or illness). In order to draw conclusions about patient care based on these data in a partly or fully automated manner, one needs what is generally known as medical knowledge. One also needs this medical knowledge in a computerized and structured form. How to interpret a patient’s symptoms or laboratory data, how to administer medication but avoid adverse drug events, how to detect any worsening of the disease or identify chronic disease, and how to monitor and curb healthcare-associated infections at the medical institution—all of these are examples of smaller or larger cutouts of the large body of medical knowledge.

Clinical decision support
Combining digitized patient medical data with digitized medical knowledge to produce diagnostic, therapeutic, prognostic, or patient management suggestions is currently referred to as clinical decision support (CDS). In former times, such methods or systems were known as computer-assisted diagnosis and therapy, medical expert systems, or artificial intelligence in medicine. To digitize medical knowledge formally, one needs to discern, formalize, and represent medical entities and their interrelationships, which characterize the clinical topic under consideration. Medical entities include symptoms, signs, laboratory test results, clinical findings, diseases or diagnoses, therapies, and management tasks. Relationships between them may be of various types. We distinguish between definitional, causal, statistical, and heuristic bi- and multi-valued relationships, including procedures and algorithms.
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Fuzzy sets
In general, medical entities such as fever, leukopenia, or hypoxemia are characterized by linguistic uncertainty. The unsharpness of boundaries in these linguistic terms is modeled by fuzzy sets. Degrees of compatibility (degrees of membership) between raw—observed or measured—data and the linguistic terms under consideration are established.

Fuzzy logic
Many relationships between medical entities are characterized by propositional uncertainty, which is due to the incompleteness of medical conclusions. Such incompleteness may be due to a variety of causes: unknown territories in medicine, physiological diversity, and the sheer complexity of the human being—to name three. Propositional uncertainty is modeled by truth values between zero and one. One example is the medical proposition “Highly increased amylase activity is almost confirming acute pancreatitis”, where the test result “highly increased amylase activity” and the diagnosis “acute pancreatitis” are connected by “almost confirming”, which is substituted by the truth value “.95”.

When concrete measurements map into fuzzy sets, the results are combined with truth values of medical propositions, and logical conclusions are drawn. One preferred method is the compositional rule of fuzzy inference, in several forms and successively. The results are fully or partly confirmed conclusions and/or refutations. The differential diagnostic consultation systems CADIAG-2 to CADIAG-4/MedFrame are examples of the successful application of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic in this manner. These systems were integrated into the medical information system of the Vienna General Hospital, Austria, and extensively tested in the clinical setting—in rheumatology, gastroenterology, and hepatology.

Moni, a system for the surveillance of healthcare-associated infections, is based on the same formal principles. It monitors various forms of septicemia, pneumonia, urinary tract infection, and central-venous catheter-associated infection. It is routinely operated at 14 intensive care units, serving more than 140 beds at the Vienna General Hospital, Austria.

Fuzzy automata
This methodology offers an interesting way to calculate “fuzzy states” of patients in a clear and clinically comprehensible manner. These states represent physiological or pathophysiological states—based on measured patient data—and allow for grades of “health” or “illness”. States are characterized by linguistic terms and state transitions are described by linguistic instructions. Newly arriving measured data puts the automaton into new states—an interesting dynamic property which is highly welcomed by the medical community.

One example is FuzzyARDS, an automaton modelling the states of the adult respiratory distress (ARDS) syndrome and pointing to possible therapies. The clinical models of ARDS vary from clinic to clinic and from place to place. Implementing them as different specific automata allows excellent comparison of the different ARDS care procedures.

Fuzzy control
If medical devices need to be controlled, but control rules are heuristic, then fuzzy control yields powerful solutions. It might be advisable to follow an open-loop control cycle, with a human physician carefully examining the control output and performing the actual control.

One example of this is FuzzyKBWean. It is an open-loop fuzzy control system for the optimization and quality control of the ventilation and weaning process in patients after cardiac surgery at one of the intensive care units of the Vienna General Hospital, Austria.

Fuzzy Arden Syntax
Arden Syntax is a medical knowledge representation and processing language, issued and supported by Health Level Seven (HL7) International, a standard developing organization for health IT standards. In 2013, the Health Level Seven Arden Syntax for Medical Logic Systems, version 2.9, including fuzzy methodologies, was issued by HL7 and approved by the American National Standards Institute. A complete software implementation resulting in a broadly-applicable, scalable technology platform for extended CDS is now available.

Final remarks
In the future, any clinical activity will be either supported or substituted by knowledge-based decision software—at the hospital ward, the laboratory, the intensive care unit, the physician’s practice, and as part of health and medical apps. Fuzzy theories will serve as a basis for many of these clinically applied systems.
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